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Sunbury Press, Inc. Paperback. Condition: New. 250 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.4in. x 0.8in.Twilight
of the Drifter is a crime story with southern gothic overtones. It centers on thirty-something Josh
Devlin, a failed journalist who, after a year of wandering, winds up in a Kentucky homeless shelter
on a wintry December. Soon after the opening setup, the crosscurrents go into motion as Josh
comes upon a runaway named Alice holed up in an abandoned boxcar. Taken with her plight and
dejected over his own squandered life, he spirits her back to Memphis and his uncles Blues Hall Cafe.
From there he tries to get back on his feet while seeking a solution to Alices troubles. As the story
unfolds, a Delta bluesmans checkered past comes into play and, inevitably, Josh finds himself on a
collision course with a backwoods tracker fixated on the Civil War and, by extension, the
machinations of the governor-elect of Mississippi. In a sense, this tale hinges on the vagaries of
chance and human nature. At the same time, an underlying force appears to be driving the action
as though seeking the truth and long awaited redemption. Or, to put it another way, past sins
have...
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This sort of pdf is everything and made me hunting forward and a lot more. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to inform you that
this is the greatest ebook i have study within my own existence and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Celestino B la nda-- Celestino B la nda

An extremely awesome pdf with lucid and perfect reasons. I was able to comprehended everything using this published e pdf. You can expect to like how
the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Miss Peg g ie Sa nfor d I-- Miss Peg g ie Sa nfor d I
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